
Eyeball Adapter Connection Kit 
Installation Instructions
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This kit (part #9-100-8005) includes two eyeball 
adapter connectors and four wall fitting plugs (two 
standard and two large). One of the eyeball adapter 
connectors includes a pressure relief valve. The other 
is used to connect your Polaris 360. 

1.  If the pool has only one return line, the eyeball 
adapter connector that connects the Polaris 360 
will be installed in that line. The eyeball adapter 
connector with the pressure relief valve and the 
wall fitting plugs can be discarded. The eyeball 
adapter connector that connects the Polaris 360 
comes assembled with a wall fitting adapter, a wall 
fitting washer and a connector head  
to connect the Polaris 360. 

2.  If the pool has more than one return line,  
the eyeball adapter connector with the pressure 
relief valve will be installed in the return line 
that is farthest from the pool equipment. This 
eyeball adapter connector comes assembled with 
a wall fitting adapter, a wall fitting washer and a 
connector head with a pressure relief valve.

3.  The eyeball adapter connector that connects the 
Polaris 360 will be installed in the return line that 
is nearest the center point of the pool’s longest 
wall. If this is the return line already chosen for the 
eyeball adapter connector with the pressure relief 
valve, or if two return lines are an equal distance 
from the center point of the pool, select the return 
line that is nearer to the pool equipment. 
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Installation of the Eyeball Adapter 
Connectors
1.  Turn off the pool pump.

2.  Unscrew the retainer ring and remove and set 
aside the eyeball.

3.  Unscrew the wall fitting adapter from the 
 connector head and set aside the wall fitting 

washer. Fit the wall fitting adapter through the 
retainer ring and screw on the connector head. If 
the wall fitting adapter falls through the retainer 
ring, add the wall fitting washer between the 
adapter and the retainer ring.

4.  Screw the eyeball retainer ring back onto the 
eyeball seat. 

Installation of the Wall Fitting Plugs 
If there are additional return lines in the pool after the 
two eyeball adapter connectors have been installed, 
the wall fitting plugs should be installed in these lines.

Please note: Before installing any wall fitting plugs, 
note the pressure reading on the pool pump’s pressure 
gauge.

1.  Turn off the pool pump.

2.  Unscrew the retainer ring and remove and set 
aside the eyeball.

3.  Fit the appropriately-sized wall fitting plug into the 
retainer ring.

4.  Screw the retainer ring back onto the  
eyeball seat.

5.  Turn on the pool pump and check the pressure 
again. If the pressure is more than 5 pounds 
higher than it was before you installed the wall 
fitting plugs, please contact your Polaris dealer for 
special instructions.
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